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Overview
From the idea to its realization - 
Technological Agency Immagini e 
Suoni, leader in high-tech consulting 
and multimedia space installation, 
provides high quality audio-visual 
and event technology services. We 
develop customized solutions using 
advanced technologies for 
multimedia and virtual spaces to 
present ideas, messages and 
products, offering complete support 
from planning to execution through 
site inspection, setting up and 
commissioning stages, Immagini e 
Suoni Technical Agency has three 
sectors:
RENTAL AND SERVICE, SYSTEM 
INTEGRATOR e INNOVATION 
TECHNOLOGY 
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Services offered

RENTAL AND SERVICE  Planning and realization of technological installations, video, lighting and audio setup for national 
and international events like conferences, product presentations, fashion shows, congresses, opening ceremonies.
SYSTEM INTEGRATOR  Design and setup of integrated multimedia systems for meeting rooms, congress halls, museum 
areas, theaters and spaces dedicated to communication.
INNOVATION TECHNOLOGY  Augmented and virtual reality, interactive technologies and multiplatform app development: 
tailored solutions to the ever-changing needs of the market.

In this area we include:
DIGITAL ROOM a space with permanent technical set-up created to provide an easily accessible service to stream your 
event.
VIRTUAL ROOM a virtual space built in 3D, completely customizable and adaptable to every need for live streaming 
events with links to external speakers in high quality.
ADHOC is a native app that allows you to view the customer's product on tablets and large screens at very high resolution, 
effectively highlighting details and particular mechanisms through interactive enlargements and slow motion shots.
DEVENTA is a native web app based on cutting-edge technologies. It allows you to get in touch with customers and 
collaborators quickly and easily; allows you to broadcast events online in live streaming, carry out 1to1 videoconferences, 
create webinars and virtual fairs, it is also possible to interact with your customers through the assistance Chat, the Q&A 
module and verify accesses and visits to content through timely reports and customized graphics . All included in a simple 
and intuitive layout.




